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( Reeeived 1 A1',i11969 ) 
The reduction of the wavefunctfon which transforms 08 R complex anttsymmetric tensor 
to the irreducible repreaento.tion of proper, orthomronoul!I, inhomogeneous Lorentz group 
for zero m'1I8 system haa been discussed by givin~ the proof a of the clsential theorem •• 
The change of gauge is discussed as the un"hy.lcal change in the waverunction under 
the pure Lorentz transformation. The effects of reality condition, wave equation and 
the canonical formalism tI/I well as the second quantizations also have been discussed. By 
DSSUming tho total energy to be pt"sitiv(Io the constants of the expanBion of wavefllnction 
which lltisfics wave.equatlon. have been calculated to give the enerRfes for four modes 
correspoDding to positive and Df'garive values of HamlIl'oninn density. 
INTRODUCTION 
The general ways of reduction of any unitary ray representation of the 
propfl', orthochronous, inhnmo~eou. Lorentz group have been discussed 
by Lomont & Moses (1967) for both non-zero and zero mass systems 
where for the former one obtains the FnJdy (1956)-Shirokov (1958, 1959) 
relations and for the latter one is led to the Lomont-Mose (1964) realiza-
tion. These results were used by Moses (1967) to reduce the wave-
function which transforms as an anlsymmetric (real) tensors for non-
zero mass system to the irreducible representation of the proper ortho-
chronous, inhomogeneous Lorentz group. We (Rajput 1969) extended this 
reduction for of the wavefunction which transforms as complex-antisym-
metric tensor. Moses (1968) discussed the reduction of the wave-
funrtion which transforms as real antisymmetric tensor for zero 
mass system. In the present paper we discuss the reduction of wavefunc-
tion which transforms as a complex anti'symmetric tensor for zero mass 
system to the irreducible representation of the inhomogeneous Lorentz 
group by giving the proofs of essential theorems which are used in this 
case. Here we calculate the change of gauge as the Inessential change In 
the wavefunctlon due to the operations of three generators (corresponding 
to space time relations) of proper, orthochronous, inhomogeneous Lorentz 
i1I'ou". We have also discussed the effect of reality condition and wave 
equation on the wave function and the second quantization in connection 
to canonical formalism. It is noted in these calculations that to reduce 
the wavefunctlon, only the transformation properties are necessary while 
the requirements of the wave equation and reality condition restrict the 
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number of independent irreducible representations. The results of the 
present paper can be used to reduce the electromagnetic field wavefunction 
to the irreducible representations. 
TRANSFORMATION Of THE WAVEfUNCTION 
The components of a complex anti-symmetric tensor is given by 
F,j = Fn'; + F,'j 
Where R denotes real part nnel T the ima~inary part. To give the 
wavefunction field description of this tensor we define 
EjR = FnOil 
EIJ=F," 
BiR = r=iJk 'Bit 
H" = <,,, F /1 
} ... (2) 
Then the wave function ~, which transforms as a complex anti-
symmetric tensor, is the six components column vector given by 
... (3) 
where ~n and ~ i are three components column vectors given by 
~,(;, t. r) = E., (;, t) - i H" (;, t), r - 1,2,3. (4) 
In terms of infinitesimal' generators of proper, orthochronous, lnhomo 
genous Lorentz group the wave function ~ transforms as (Rajput 1969) 
~. (x) = exp [i1:a' P j 1 ~ (x) , 
~. (x) = el<p [i O. K 1 ~ (xl 
~. (x) = exp r i id 1 ~ (xl } 
where P, = pI = - i'VJI (j = 1,2,3) 
po = - Po = H = - iiI, i = ( -1 )'1' 
K, = M, - i ( ;, X 'V ) I, 
Z, = Ni + i ( Xi ~+ t 'V j ) I 
... (5) 
(6) 
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For tensor field we have 
M, = ( ~ ~ ~i), M, =( ~ ~ ~), M, =(~--;;~), 
Oi a -iOO 000 
NI=(~~_Ol)' N,=( ~~6), N,=(-X6~). 
010 -100 000 
Thus M; are Hermitian matrices while N, are not so. The mass-
less representation of the infinitesimal generators of the inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group is given in terms of the representatIOn of the infinitesimal 
gener.tors of the two dimensional Euclidean group. For this we consider 
the three operators T" T" J which satisfy the commutation rules for 
the infiinitesimal generators of the two dtmeusional Euclidean group 
given by 
a~ : 
[T" T,] = 0, 
[T'l J 1 = - iT •. 
[T" J 1 = iT, 
The matrices or kernels: T, (A I ~'), T, (~ I ~') and J (~ I A') defined 
T, F (A) -1 T, (.\ I ~') r (A') 
~' 
T, F (~) = LT, (A I ~') F (~') 
~' 
J }I (4) = ~, J (~ I I') F (A') 
I. 
Constitute a representation of the infinitesimal generator of two 
dimensional Euclidean group. F{I.) here is the functIon of the real 
variable ~ which can be continuous, discrete or finite dimensional and 
represents the eigen values of the matrix J. The operators TIJ T, and 
J are given in terms of M. and N; .s follows 
T, = - M,- .N, 
T, = M,- .N, 
J = M. } ... (6) 
Then the realization of the infinitesimal generators of inhomogeneous 
lorentz group given by Lomont & Moses (1967) can be taken as 
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K,f (1') = L. + -' - f (1'). ~ ~ [ 'PJ] 
l' + 1', 
K,/(;) = ILdJ)f(p) 
Z,/(P)= •• p- +-J+ ------ T, ~ .. {. 0 p, [PI' 1] 
01', P + p, P'(1' + Pa) P 
+ - PI1"_T J f(·) p' (P + P,)' P • 
Z. f(P) = • {i P _L _-----h __ .J + P,y,- T, 
op, P + p, p' (p + p,) • 
+ --" --- - T, f(P) [ p,,' lJ}"p'(P+P.) p 
\ 
\ 
Where L" L, and L, are the components of orbital angular momen· 
turn given by 
... (8) 
and , = ± I. 
Here p', K. and Z are the infinitesimal generators of the unitary 
ray reprerentation of Lorentz group. They satisfy the same comunation 
rules as those of the generators p', K and Z. Hence the required redue· 
D .. 
rion requires the expressi n of the wavefunction ~(x) in terms of j(p}. 
REDUCnON OP THB WAVBfUNCTION 
In equations (6) the matrix M. is Hermitian and hence diagonalised 
by a untalY matrix U : 
U-l M. U =- rJ, 
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where Ii is diagonal matrix. Then A, the eigenvalues of M. are 
given by: 
1M, - AI I = 0 
which gives 
.1= 1, 0, - 1. 
Hence, d=[6~ ~J 00-1 ... (10) 
By equations (9) and (10) we get 
U = -; (2)-'" 0 - i (2t'/2 [ - (2t"' 0 (2t'/2 ] 
o I 0 ... (11) 
Let us define the column vector x ( E, p, .\ ) as 
x( , I E, p, A ) = [ exp (i ~. M) exp (0 , N,) U l.~ (12) 
.. 
where p is in one to one correspondence with .: and scalar • 
through the expressions 
( sin w) p,=-p -w- III, 
p,'" p(Si~W)w, ... (13) 
p, = cos w, w, = 0, w = I: I 
.. 
Using the values of exp ( ; w • M ) and exp (i' N.) from our pre-
vious paper (Rajput 1969) the vector X ( " p, A ) is written as follows 
X ( <, p, 0 ) = [~: : ~J forA = 0 
p, I p 
X ( E, p, .l ) = [ A P-' '/(2)"2 1 u ( p, A) 
= [Al'-'~ I (2)'/1] -PI (Pl+~~l'..!J - 1-
p ( p+p,) 
p, (pI+i.\l'~l_i'\ 
P (p+p,) 
h+ i .\ 1'.' 
p 
.. (14) 
forA=±l 
... (15) 
Now we consider the function f(g) as the representation of the vector 
~ in the basis which is characterised by the space of wavefunctions in 
Hilbert space upon which the generators of Lorentz group operate. , 
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cpllectively denotes all the variahles upon which the function in the given 
representation depends. Then as the result of Lomont & Moses (1967) 
we have 
f (E) = ~ f ~dl'\ ,;;(? ii)x < ~ II', <, p,)' > f (I', c, p, A) .•. (16) 
In our case I' = 0, A = 0 or ± 1 and hence equation (16) 
reduces to : 
f(e) = ~±1 ~o.±l \ ~ X < flO, E, p, A > f «, p, A) .. (I:~) 
with the assumption that all the generators of the inhomogeneou\ 
Lorentz group are Hermitian. The value of the transformation function' 
< , I 0, E, p, A) for the present case is given hy 
< , I 0, <, p, A > = < x, t, r, I E, p, A > 
=1 exp [i :. K »). expo (i" Z,l VI f (x, I, '; E, A) 
= (exp [i:. M). exp [i, N,] VI exp [:. (;x \7 1 I) 
x exp [ [i v (x, #t + t il :,) I } ( x, I, r ; E, A ) •• .(18) 
The function f ( x, I, .: E, A) satisfies the follOWing equation 
P, f (x, I, • ; E, A ) = P.f ( x, t, ' ; <. A ) = 0 
P, f ( x, t, r ; E, A ) = f ( x, t, f : E, A ) 
P" I ( x, t, r : E, ,\ ) = H f ( x, t, r : E. A) = E I ( x, t, r ; E, A ). 
Using equations (5) in (19) we get 
-~f(x t "E A) =- a-/(x t f'c 1.)=0 ax, " I I aZ:a I I ~_ ' 
-ao f ( x, t, • ; E, A ) = i f ( x, t, r ; E, A ) 
x, 
-a~- f ( x, I, r ; E, A ) = - i , f ( x, t, r : E, A ) 
the general solution of which is given by 
f ( x, t, r ; E, A ) = exp [ i ( x, - d ) 1 a ( E, A ) 
.. (19) 
.. (20) 
where a ( E, A) is the constant of integratIon. Using equation (20), 
(5) and (12) in equation (18) we get 
<Z, f, r ; <, A > = BlIp [ i ( z. - d ) 1 x (r I <, p, A ). 
'" (z) = ~ ~ [0 ( E, A ) ~~x ( <, p, A ) J( f, p, A ) 
.... 
exp I i(Ju - opt) } 
+0' ( E, A) ~ ~ x'(f,p,A) r(o,p,A) exp { i (;.; - opl} ] 
= L 0 ( f, 0 ) ( !!P x(e,p,O) f (f,P,O) exp { .( P. ; - fpt) } 
, J p 
+0' (.,0) W l(·,P, O)f' (.,p,O) exp (i (;.; - <pIll 
+ ~±I (Z~" {O «, A) ~ 1 p-' lu(p,A)1 (.,p,A) exp {i(i.; - 'PI)} 
+ 0' (t,A) ~ ~ r'a' (p,A)f '(.,p,A)exp I i (; ;-rpl)) ... (21) 
where unprimed functions represent "'8 and primed functions repesent 
"'T. No. let, 
h (.,p,A) = exp ( - Z;A~)f"(-E,-P,>') 
where, tan~ = p, I PI 
then 
O(A) = O(+I,A), D(A) = 0(-1, A) 
/(p,>') =1(+1,p,>'). 
rd+ + + + 
. '" (z) = 11 x(p,O)[O(O) 1 (p,O) exp {i (P :I:-pt)1 
+ .... 
-D(O)/l'( p,O) exp {-i(P,"-Pfll 
+ \ ~X'(P,O)[O'(O)f'(p,O) exp fi(;;-pl)! 
-D'(O)h*'(p,O) exp {-i (; ~ptJll 
+ L (W, [O(A) ~ dl. p-\ a( AA) / (A>') ex" {if;' ;-pll! 
~a:1.1 p 
.,..1)(A) ~ fp\a,(p'>')~,(Mexp { -;(j;-pt)1 
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( ... .... ~ ~ +O'(~) 1';' p·'a'( pm'(p,~) exp U(p. "'-pt)\ 
-D'(~) ~~'a4'(;',\)"*'(P;') exp \-(ip.;-ptl\ ] 
... (22) 
GAUGE CHANGE 
If A Is any of the infinitesimal generators pi, H, J1 then A ~ (x) ha, 
+ II.. A 
the same expansion (22) on replacing J ( " p, A ) by A/ (" p, ~ ), where 04\ 
is the corresponding finite spin generator given by equation (7). If A II 
1\ 1\ .. \ 
stands for any of Z;, then A is not Hermitian operator and A f ( ',P, ~ ) , 
consists of two parts, one of which corresponds to a true physical change ' 
of wavefunction and other gives unphysical change (change of gauge) 
1\ + + A + 
Z;f(p) = g; (p) + Z: f (p) ... (23) 
where Z; is finits spin operator for which T; = 0, and g; (;) is the 
nonessential change in the wavefunction or the gauge change given by 
g.G)=. [{p.(:L,) - +}T. 
+ P'(;~p,) T.}(;) = ,R,f(;). 
g,(;) =. [~&- -T, 
p'(P+P.) 
+ ___ ,_____ T, /(p)=.B,/(p), { p' I} ] + ~ p'(p+p,) p 
... (24) 
... (25) 
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where Gi (:1:) is the gauge change and should be added to ." when the frame 
of reference is changed by an Infinitesimal space time transformation. 
Hence, 
Gi = ~ f[ a ( .,A) ~ i x ( <,p,A ) gi (P) exp { • (P.; - <pi ) } ] 
+ ~J:[a. ( .,A) [d; x'( •• ;,A ) g,' ~) • 
• ~ } p 
X exp { it p.; - .pl) } ]. 
= L L[a (.,A) [ d; X (.,;,A) .B,f( .,p,A) exp 
• ) 1 p 
{ • (;.; - .pl ) } ] 
+ L L[a. (',A) (d; x' (E,p'A) .Bd' (E,p») 
• ) 1 p 
x exp {i(;; - <1'1) }] 
= LL[a(E,A)< Cd; rd.,p,A)f(E,;,A) 
t ,. 1 p 
X exp {"p.; - <pi) }] 
+ L L [a· ( .,A ) E [ d; r, ( "p) ) f' ( .,p'A ) 
• ) } p 
X exp { i(;~ - <PI)}] ... (26) 
where the column vector r i ( _,;,>. ) is given by 
r, ( r I ,,;,>' ) = { exp (.:.M ) exp ( ipN,) B; U }.) .. (27) 
If We define a matrix A, as 
A; = exp [.:.M ] exp [i.N.1 B; 
then as discussed by Moses (1967) we have 
e-ABeA = ~{ B,A r ~ 
... (28) 
... (29) 
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Using equations (29) and (6) and commutation rules for HI and N, we get 
exp ( i.N. ) PI exp ( - ;.N. ) = pTI 
or 
exp (i.N,) TI =pT,exp( ivN,) 
I)sing equations (24) in (30) we have 
exp ( ivN, ) BI = pBI exp (i.N, ' 
Similarly, 
",(30) 
ex{ i;,M ] BI = ~. [ - (p x M), - • ( 1~ ) UN) \ 
I 
+ ,pNI ] x exp [ i:.M ] 
Hence equations (28) reduces to 
X exp ( i:.M ) exp (ivN,.) (31) 
If we define a column v.ctor ¢, (x) as 
¢, (x) = 2: 2:[ 0 ("~ ) (-~~ x ("j,,~) f (.,;,~) 
Il ), ) pn+ 
exp { i ( P.; - .pI )} 
+ 0' ("~) ~ ?~,- X' (.,;,~)/, (.,;,~) 
exp {i ( P,; - ,pI ) } 1 .. ,(32) 
such that, 
a' V~, (x) = - ",,(x), 
Then putting V I = afax, and using the equations (27), (26), (32) and (31) 
we get 
G, (x) = { - i ( M x 9 )/ .;/ NJ }, (x) 
+ i ( N.V ) \lj ~ ",.(x) ,,(33) 
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If the unit vector in the direction of the i'h space a~is is given by 
;, = ( 1,0,0 ). 
-to ++ a + .. 
GJ (x) = - \I ~"i (xl + eJ [ \I·vI,(x) 1 - i Tt [e, x ~, (x) 1 
a2 + ... 
- i iJXjiJl [\I x vi. (x) 1 ... (34) 
where flo, denotes the component of the vector. 
REAliTY CONDITION 
If V' transforms as a real antisymmetric tensor then we have 
G' (0) = G' (tI) = D' (A) = 0 
and hence the equation (22) reduces to : 
~ [ dp + + ++ ~ (x) = ) p d/J,O) [G (O)/(p,O) exp I;(p.x - PI)I - D(O)"'(p,O) 
exp 1 - ; (p.x - Pi) Il 
~ /. [ [ d/ + ~ . ++ \~f, (Ii'" G(A) fp- p-'u (p,A)1(jJ,A) exp I.(p.x-pt)l- D(A) 
[ d; + + ~~ J J P P'o'(pA) h' (P,A) exp (i(p.x - PI)) •. (35) 
,,"1,ich is simlar to the equation as derived by Moses (1968). If ~(x) 
gIven by equation (35) is real then, 
~ (x) = ~. (x) ... (36) 
so, 
G (0)1(P70) = - D (0) h (;'0). 
m~ • • 
P-' G (A)f(p,>.) = p' D (A) h (p,>') 
then, 
(d+ • ~ +~ ~ (x) = A rf dP,O)f(p,O) exp I;(p·· - pi)} 
+ L __ A_ B (A) ( dr p-'u (p,A) exp I i (;. ; - pt)l ., .(37) 
'=±.' (2)'" J P 
where A and B (A) are constants. 
MAXWELL'S EQUATION 
Using equations (2), (3) and (4) Maxwell's equations in vacuum for 
E and ii become 
\I. ~ "" 0 .•• (38) 
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'iJ x of> = - ; ~ of> ••. (39) at 
From the equations (14), (15) we can prove that 
.. .. .. 
'iJ. X (p,O) exp { ; (p.") } = ip 
... (40) 
'iJ. (1 (;,1.) exp I ; (P.;) I = ° 
Vsing equations (22) and (40) in (38) we get 
C (0)/(;,0) + G' (OJ/' (;'0) = ° 
D (0)11(;,0) + D' (0) h' (p,O) = 0 
.1 
\ 
. 
The constants G (0), C' (0), D (0) and D' (0) are arbitrary, so 
I (p,O) = /' (p,O) = II (p,O) = k' (p,O) = 0 
.. ·(41) 
Similarly, 
\! x X (iO) exp (i;;) = ° 
and, 
\! X (1 (p,A) exp (i;~ = pAa (p,A) 
Vsing equations (22) and (42) in (39) we get 
I, A (A - 1) [G(A)/(p7>.) + C' (1.)1'(p)) = 0 1 
and, ) 
L I. (1 - ;\) [D(A) h· (p,l.) + D' (A) h" r;,A) I = 0 
).=±1 
first of equations (43) results into the following equations 
G ( + 1 ) np, + 1)+ G' ( + 1 )/' (p, + I) = 0 
which gives 
1(;, + 1) =1' (;, + 1) = (} 
while second of equations (43) gives 
II (P, - I) = h' (p, - 1) = 0 
... (42) 
... (43) 
.. ·(44) 
.. (45) 
.. .. 
Thus in the expansion (ZZ) only the wavefunction I (p, - 1) and h (p, -I) 
need not be identically zero for of> to satisfy Maxwell's equation (38) and 
(39). Hence the wavefunction which transforms as a complex antisymme-
tric tensor and satisfies Maxwell's equation, is given by 
and 
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-1 .......... ~ (I/:) = W"f [ D( + 1) S dpat(p. + 1) 11' (p, + 1) 
where. 
exp { - i (-;. -; - pi) } 
+ D' ( + 1) I dpat ' (P. + 1) lIt ' (I'. + 1) 
...... 
eXp{-i(p.l/:-l'l)} 
+ C ( - I)! ~a'(p. - 1) I~. - 1) eXp {i~. -;, - pt)) 
+ C' ( - 1) S dPa'(p. - 1) f' (P. - 1) exp 1 i (;. -; - pI) 11 
= 0 S dpa (P. - 1)1 (p) eXp {";. -; - pI) I 
.,. ... ... ........ 
+ 0' S dpa' (P. - 1)i' (p) eXp {i (p. I/: - pi) I 
+ DId;" (P. + 1) 11" (p) exp 1 - i;' ; - pt)} 
+ D'I dPa*' (P. + 1) h' (p) exp { - i <P. -; - pI)} ... (46) 
C = (;~II ,O( -1).0' = (~~,. . C'( -1) 
D = rzr. . D( + 1). D' = (2)~ D'( + 1) 
/(~ = 1(;' -1). /'(;)=f';' -11. 
k(;) = 11(;.+1). h'(;) = h'G.+l). 
CANONICo\L fORMALISM 
We choose the values of the constanta A' and DB so that the 
usual canonical formalism in terms of Hamiltonian density agrees with 
the particle interpretation. Hamiltonian density of the field in the present 
case given by 
H(x) = (8",-1 .p' . .p ... (47) 
and the energy of the field is given by 
E =f. H(.)dz ... (48) 
NolV lVe consider follOwing four modes 
(i) /'(P) = 1I(P) = lI'(Pi = O.f(~ #- 0 
then. ..... .... .... ...... 
'" = Oldl'o{l'. - 1) J (p) eXp l i (p.z-ptll ...(49) 
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The expectation energy for this mode is given by 
l_"" d; f'(1')pl(~=( 41f(;) I' 
p -. 
Comparing equation (5) with (48) for if. given by (49) we have 
o =--=L-
,,(2)1" . 
.. --r -+ -+ (ii) /(p) =1.(p) = 1.'(1')=0,1'(1'),,",,0 . 
.... (rip -+ -+ .. ~ 
then, if. =O')p a'(p, - 1)1' (11) exp {i(1" x-p/)I. 
and the expectation energy is 
E'! =C d1' I f'(;) I' 
which leads to 
0' -1 
= ,,(2)'" 
(iii) f' (;) =f(~ = h'(;) = 0, h(~ """ 0, 
then, ~(x) = 1.Dld;a' (;, -1) 1.* (;) exp {-i (P.; - pI)} 
and the expectation energy is 
E,= ('dP I h(;) I' 
which leads to, D = - 1/,,(2)1" 
(iv) r(;) = 1(;) = 1.(Pi = 0, h(Pi """ 0 
... (50) 
... (51) 
.•• (52) 
Then, 
and, 
~ (x) = D' I d;o"(;' - 1) h"( p) exp (- i(;;- pt )1 
E,' = C d;1 h'<pj I' 
_ ... (53) 
which leads to D' = ~)-­
,,(2) "' 
The expectation value of the total energy when the state is the superposi-
tion of .11 the modes is given by 
E = Ef + E/ + E, + E~' ... (54) 
SECOND RUANTIZATIONS 
To second quantize the theory, we consider I ( ; ).f' ( ; ), iI( ; ) and 
k' (p~) as creation operators and r (p), 1'* (P), "«M and h"(P) as 
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destruction operators. They satisfy the well known Boson-commutation 
rules. The operator ~(x) is then defined by replacing the amplitudes in 
the expansion (46) by these operators. Then for any operator AJ we 
define a second quantized operator [A I by 
+ (dp +" + [A] = )P"f'(p,')AfI (pt.) 
+ • IdP + " + IdP • " + + p '"' ( p,' ) A j' ( p,.) + ph' (1',.) A h (P,l) 
+ \~,., (;,A)~ h' (;,1) . (55) 
The operators [A I are the infinitesimal generator, for the second quantized 
theory. Under the translation T(:'), rotation R~) and pure Lorentz 
(ran,formation L(ii) the set of operators ~(x) transforms to ~'(x) by 
~'(x) = ~(x+-:) = exp {-if.'[P,lJ ~ (x) exp I if.' [P.ll 
~'(x) = exp {-i8.[I1]1 ~(x) exp {iO.[I(lJ .. (56) 
~'(x) = exp (-i; [Z]H(x) exp I ;1. [Z]}. 
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